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Editorial: Challenges and Opportunities to Combat Climate
Change
Dr Cynthia Wang, Department of Sociology, University of Warwick

Featured Image, Credit Vivian Zhou
Today, our world faces unprecedented and mounting challenges: terrorism, climate change,
conflicts and war-torn places, refugee crisis and migration, globalization and
protectionism，exclusion and xenophobia, and blatant human rights violations in
authoritarian states.
New issues have also occurred regarding climate change and global warming. After the
removal of the White House climate change website, and rejuvenation of coal for
employment and economy, on 1 June, President Trump announced that the United States, the
second largest greenhouse gas emitter, was pulling out of the Paris Agreement. Adopted in
December 2015 during the UN climate Conference in Paris and entered into force on 4
November 2016, the agreement, with concerted endeavor of the global communities, aims to
combat the threat of climate change by keeping a global temperature rise this century well
below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, and to pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
The Agreement is inevitably not to be deemed fair for any single country only, but rather to
achieve climate justice for all the countries and peoples on the earth.
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Yet, according to Trump, “… the bottom line is that the Paris Accord is very unfair, at the
highest level, to the United States.” What he says is not only wrong but also unfair to the
world communities, especially unfair towards people least responsible for this crisis, who
might lose their homes and land if the earth’s temperature rises.
Facing the retreat of the United States, the world has turned its eyes to the world largest
greenhouse gas emitter－China. It was even expected that China could be up for the
challenge of climate change leadership to save the planet. However, will or can China be the
world leader on climate change? “The quick answer is no, no and no”, wrote Elizabeth
Economy with her well-articulated analysis. The many measures that China has been taking
are certainly welcomed. It vowed to peak its CO2 emissions by 2030 and reduce its energy
intensity (the amount of energy consumed per unit of GDP) by 60-65 percent to meet its
target under the Paris Agreement. Beijing has been cutting coal-fired power plants and
promoting more renewable energy. In 2016, China invested $78.3 billion in renewable
energy, ahead of both Europe ($59.8billion) and the United States ($46.4 billion). However,
at the same time, China has been building more CO2 emitting coal-to-chemical plants across
the country and actively supporting, financially and technologically, coal-fired power plants
across the world. Domestically, despite Beijing’s issuing laws and policies, and taking efforts
to fight pollution, smog is still rampant, and environment-related social conflicts and crises
have never stopped. Moreover, during China’s ongoing pollution war, people’s rights and
interests are often arbitrarily abridged. To tackle air pollution, Beijing closed heavy polluters
such as cement plants and steel factories with little consideration of thousands of people who
lost their means of livelihood. It is simply naïveté to think that the same one-Party state that
takes all measures to suppress critical voice , restrict freedom of information , and prohibit
pollution data disclosure in order to maintain its supremacy, could also be a responsible
leader for climate justice.
There are however positive signs of concerted efforts in the international community. On 7-8
July, during the G20 summit in Hamburg, all members except the United States of the G20
group reiterated their commitment to the Paris Agreement and endorsed the Climate and
Energy Action Plan. Devised by Germany, the plan clearly emphasizes that energy transition
is an important step to reduce greenhouse gas emission.
Innovations and technologies change the world. The battle to reduce greenhouse gas emission
has already incentivized new investment flows and technological innovation to scale up
renewable energy and sustainable energy sources. Worldwide, solar panels and wind power
have been creating both clean energy and jobs. In Denmark, wind power could already
generate more than 100% of its own electricity demand at particular moments. Companies
have used new technologies to transform our dependence upon fossil fuels such as Tesla’s
solar roofs, which enables houses to generate clean energy for themselves. On 5 July, Volvo
declared that by 2019, it will only produce electric or hybrid cars. A few days prior, France’s
new president Macron pledged that France will ban diesel and petrol cars by 2040. This was
soon followed by the UK in late July.
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Solar powered bike lane in the Netherlands, Photo credit: Designboom
Yet, very often good gestures of politicians and enterprises are reflections of people’s
demands. The strong will of the people for a better future is our hope.
Across the world, indigenous and non-indigenous people have fought fearlessly against
mining, fracking and toxic polluters, including the Ogoni People in the Niger Delta fighting
against Shell’s ‘ecological wars’; community members in Richmond California blocking
Chevron’s plan to expand its oil refinery; and Mongolian herders protesting in China against
mining pollution disrupting their grassland and livelihood, and many more. Most of all, this
is not simply NIMBYism (not in my backyard), but rather in the words of the French antifracking activists, “Ni ici, ni ailleurs” (Not here or anywhere). In other words, to quote
Naomi Klein, “no new carbon frontiers”. To avert climate catastrophe requires us to innovate,
to collaborate, to demand strict regulations on polluters, to call for changes from excavation
to renewable, and to have a renewed imagination of “environmental and climate justice” at a
global scale.
Facing dire challenges and arising opportunities, this issue of Toxic News has presented four
articles that address environmental issues from different perspectives. In An Uphill Battle to
Hold High-tech Corporations Accountable, Wen-Ling Tu tells us the disturbing news of hightech companies polluting Siaoli River, the inspiring story of people’s fight in pushing the
government to clean up contamination, and how persistent environmental activism made
High-Tech IT companies use new technology to achieve “Zero Liquid Discharge Solution” in
Taiwan for the first time. Our second article, The Elusive Search for Environmental Justice
co-authored by David McRobert, Jordan Shay and Julian Tennent-Riddell, provides a
comprehensive legal study on the complicated, decades-long and turbulent environmental
justice case where indigenous plaintiffs struggled to hold Chevron accountable for its
destructive legacy in Ecuador. This article also reviews the disastrous 1984 Bhopal chemical
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leak that claimed thousands of lives in India, and the massive spills of Shell operations in the
Niger Delta in 2008 and 2009. Following this, Matthew T. Huber meticulously analyzes the
issue of climate accountability in our carbon-based society, by asking the question: Whose
carbon footprint matters? He critically addresses the “hidden abode” of production, and
suggests that we need to build a confrontational climate politics against the power of
“producers” with the highest carbon emissions. Lastly, Liwen Chen shared her story of
researching e-waste in Beijing, China. Analyzing the contribution of the informal e-waste
recycle sector in Beijing, she proposes that the role of informal e-waste recycling in Beijing
shall not be disregarded by the policy makers when designing e-waste mechanism.
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An Uphill Battle to Hold High-tech Corporations Accountable:
Lessons Learned from the Siaoli River Disputes in Taiwan
Wen-Ling Tu, Professor, Department of Public Administration, National Chengchi
University, Taiwan
On December 30, 2015, the AU Optronics (AUO) and Chunghwa Picture Tubes (CPT), two
major flat panel TFT-LCD Taiwanese manufacturers held a pipe sealing ceremony, which
marked the closing of the sewage discharge pipes and brought them into compliance with the
zero-liquid-discharge requirement set by the Environmental Protection Administration (EPA)
in 2013. Before the event, two plants, located upstream of the Siaoli River, had discharged
wastewater into the river for 16 years. After repeated protests by local residents over the
pollution caused by the two plants, the companies finally promised to recycle all their
wastewater. In 2017, a year after implementing “zero liquid discharge plan,” the ecosystem of
the river has been gradually restored.

The Siaoli River pollution controversies thus underscore the local relentless efforts
to hold high-tech firms and the government accountable. In the same vein, the
social mobilization drove the companies to find an innovative solution that ended
the environmental disputes while saved firms’ production cost. The case
demonstrates that the IT firms have the capabilities to advance their environmental
practices, however, only with enough pressure from the social demand.

CPT and AUO flat panel plants locate on the upstream of Siaoli River
The clean river polluted by high-tech discharge
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Siaoli River is 16 kilometers in length. It originates in Taoyuan County and flows into
Hsinchu County at midstream where it eventually merges with the Fongshan River. In 2001,
AUO and CPT set up their large-scale manufacturing facilities and started operation near the
head of the Siaoli River. Since then, these two manufacturers had discharged approximately
40,000 tons of wastewater directly into the Siaoli River on a daily basis, which destroyed the
river’s water quality and decimated its life-supporting role for the region.
The Siaoli River pollution incident galvanized local concern after a sudden massive fish
population crash in 2003 and the decimation of farmed variegated carp in 2006. The residents
accused the two high-tech manufacturers for their effluent discharge that “has caused both air
and water pollution, decimated the local ecology, wiped out the fish and shellfish population,
and created a fear for people to consume local grown crops due to significant toxicity.”[1]
The local residents also protested against the permanent foul stench near the factories.

Local people protested in front of EPA
However, the issue did not receive nationwide attention until the end of 2007, when local
citizens filed a law suit against the manufacturers for violation against public safety and
appealed to the Taiwanese Control Yuan to impeach the officials that refuse to hold the
manufacturers accountable. Both the criminal prosecution and the corrective measures issued
by the Control Yuan invalidated the administration’s flimsy claim that the manufacturers did
not violate national standards.
Local civic groups accused the two firms of irresponsible wastewater discharges that created
water safety issues, as the Taiwan Water Corporation has supplied 36,000 residents in Hsinpu
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Township with water taken at the convergence of the Siaoli and Fongshan rivers. Some local
residents reported that contact with the river water caused undiagnosed skin disorders. Some
farmers worried about high electric conductivity in the water, as approximately 1,500
hectares of rice fields are irrigated with the river’s water, which may lead to soil salinization.
The citizens’ concerns forced the Hsinchu Irrigation Association to investigate the water
quality of Siaoli River, the result of which found that the conductivity, chloride, sulfate,
ammonia, nitrogen, and sodium levels all exceeded the irrigation water quality standard. The
investigation report further found the two flat panel manufacturers responsible for the
pollution. Samples in this area indicated an absence of plant life, with especially low levels of
algal life. The evidence demonstrated that water quality near the wastewater discharge points
are dangerously poor, despite their transparent or clean appearances. The investigation results
echoed a farmer’s experiences, who stated in his interview that “I used to channel the water
from the Siaoli River… I knew that there must be something wrong in the water after the
crop started to grow extremely tall but could not bear rice…. Nothing can survive in the
water discharged from these two firms.”[2] The rice farmer left the land fallow to prevent
further damage on his farmland and human health.
Ironically, the Siaoli River was one of the rare rivers in Taiwan classified as having a high
water quality, and has long been the main source of drinking and irrigation water for local
communities. The local residents still remember how the water of Siaoli River was once
clean enough for direct consumption. The rice fields along the Siaoli riverbanks were also
once recognized as one of the three best rice growing areas in the Hsinchu region.
Although two electronics manufacturers denied any wrongdoing and claimed that there was
no legal violation, their wastewater emissions have been proven to be toxic, ecologically
destructive, and even failed to meet the irrigation water standards. The EPA then held
environmental impact assessment (EIA) meetings to discuss the pollution issues and seek
solutions. However, whether there were actual legal violations or negative impacts to human
health and the environment remained in debate.
Legal compliance and manipulation of risk assessment
While the local Environmental Protection Bureau (EPB) claimed that most records met
effluent standards with only few disconformities, the real risks brought by high-tech
manufacturing pollutants were put in doubt. The main questions such as who should be
responsible for issuing the permits for two firms’ site selection and wastewater discharge
soon escaped public scrutiny. Part of reason is that the scope of the risk discussions continued
to narrow under the institutional process. The large-scale air and water pollution incidents,
ecological catastrophe, and farmland pollution problems were finally minimized by the EPA
and the expert committees into a “drinking water” problem.
In 2008, the EPA examined the underground water along the Siaoli River and found rare
toxins such as Indium and Molybdenum. The EPA then issued an official notice requesting
the Hsinchu County government to advice the local people not to directly use the water in the
Siaoli River. Following this unusual notice, the EPA began to truck in water for the residents
of Hsinpu Township.
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Local people refill water
In 2009, following two expert meetings to assess and discuss the health risks of using the
underground water along the Siaoli River and two more expert consultation meetings to
discuss adding “molybdenum” and “indium” as controlled substances to the drinking water
quality control standards, the EPA officially listed indium and molybdenum as controlled
substances for drinking water.[3] In December 2009, the EPA declared that “the
environmental agency has completed the groundwater investigation along the Siaoli River
and found that all test results have conformed to the drinking water standards.”[4] Although
molybdenum and indium were detected in some wells, the EPA stated that the concentration
levels (27 ur/L for indium and 1.38 ur/L for molybdenum) are far below the newly set
standard (70 ur/L) and thus cause no health concerns. Because the expert meetings found no
health risk, the EPA ceased trucking in drinking water for the local residents. By narrowing
the risk problems to a very limited scope and manipulating the risk assessment procedures,
the governmental agencies tended to downplay the problems, while CPT and AUO was able
to claim that their wastewater has met or exceeded the national effluent standards.
Regulatory failure and policy connivance
Receiving tremendous pressure from local residents and environmental groups, the
companies proposed to relocate their drainage point from the pristine Siaoli River (under the
jurisdiction of Hsinchu County) to Laochien River (under the jurisdiction of Taoyuan
County), which is already classified as “seriously polluted” water body. On May 13, 2009,
the EIA committees adopted the proposal in its 177th General Assembly Meeting. While the
Laochien River case has not yet been implemented, people in Taoyuan County moved to
oppose the proposal to relocate the discharge point. Taoyuan County Government then held
an expert meeting to discuss the case and reject the EPA approved relocation plan.
Controversies grew as the relocation plan galvanized contentious mobilization by local
citizens from the two counties.
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On December 15, 2010, the country’s wastewater control requirements for the
optoelectronics industry listed gallium, indium, and molybdenum as a control substances in
response to the Siaoli River incident. The EPA claimed that Taiwan became the first nation to
enforce restrictions on these three substances in wastewater, as well as on levels of total toxic
organics (TTO) and the degree of acute organism toxicity (TUa) permissible. However, the
environmental agency did not develop an overall strategy to assess and control all toxic
substances used by the industry.
In 2012, under pressure of whether to renew the permit for AUO’s wastewater discharge, the
Taiwan Water Company (under the Ministry of Economic Affairs) declared that the Siaoli
River shall no longer serve as a source of drinking water. The EPA then declared that the
Siaoli River wastewater discharge does not violate the law because the river is no longer a
source of drinking water. By removing the Siaoli River from the high quality water list, the
government found justification to issue the wastewater emission permits for the companies.
Citizen of the Earth, Taiwan criticized the administrative malfeasance which sought to find
the most convenient way to legalize the pollution discharge.

Press conference reminds two companies that legal compliance is not CSR. 2015/12/29
With significant pressure from the local communities and environmental groups, the AUO
finally announced its “Zero Liquid Discharge Solution” plan in 2013 to resolve the
wastewater discharge disputes at roots. They claim that they have made technological
breakthroughs and devised a financially feasible solution after years of research and
development.
Relentless citizen actions propel CSR
“Zero-liquid-discharge” is the first step for Taiwanese high-tech firms to demonstrate their
capabilities to implement their corporate social responsibility (CSR). However, it is a basic
requirement internationally for a corporation to internalize its environmental cost and
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safeguard the right to healthy communities and a safe environment. In 2015, over 200 civil
society groups from 40 countries across the globe endorsed the report entitled “Challenge to
the Global Electronics Industry” that asked the electronics industry to improve their act on
chemicals management during production. The “Challenge” emphasizes the importance of
disclosure, substitution of hazardous chemicals, protection of workers, freedom of
association, participation of workers, environmental protection, and compensation of
workers, communities and the environment. The report has been further recognized by United
Nations Industrial Development Organization and the Strategic Approach to International
Chemicals Management (SAICM).
The unpleasant Siaoli River pollution incident shows the great potential of the high-tech
industry in advancing their environmental performance. The communities and the
environment can be free from harm caused by the IT industry if the companies are willing to
take innovative initiatives to protect the environment. Of course, the story also tells us the
CSR won’t be automatically taken place without persistent environmental activism.
Photos provided by Citizen of the Earth, Taiwan
[1] China Times, May 12, 2006. “Angry at the destruction of the ecology by factories’
effluent, Longtan residents threw fish carcasses at the CPT to protest” C2 Edition.
[2] Special report by “Our Island” of Taiwan Broadcasting System (TBS) on 2008.07.11,
“Return Back My Clean Siaoli River.”
[3] Taiwan Environmental Protection Administration. 2009. “Environmental Protection
Administration Department of Environmental Sanitation & Toxic Substance Document
No.0980016334” EPA, Taipei.
[4] Taiwan Environmental Protection Administration. 2009. “Environmental Protection
Administration Department of Environmental Sanitation & Toxic Substance Document
No.0980031132” EPA, Taipei.
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The Elusive Search for Environmental Justice: What We Can
Learn from the Efforts of Indigenous Plaintiffs to Hold Chevron
Accountable for Its Destructive Legacy in Ecuador
David McRobert[1], Jordan Shay[2] and Julian Tennent-Riddell [3]
The Chevron case, which has been called the world’s largest environmental justice case,
involves a decades-long dispute between members of Ecuadorian communities and the
Chevron Corporation. In 2011 the Supreme Court in Ecuador confirmed the following
wastes, all attributed to the United States-based company Chevron-Texaco, had been
deposited in jungles, waterways, roads and farmlands adjacent to the communities:
approximately 880 Olympic pool-sized pits filled with petroleum waste; 650 thousand barrels
of crude oil spilled in the jungle and on farmland; and an estimated 60 billion gallons of toxic
waste dumped into waterways. In addition, the court determined that more than 1,500
kilometers of Amazonian roads have been covered in crude oil in recent decades.
The plaintiffs also filed considerable evidence of elevated cancer, other health problems and
contamination of traditional food supplies related, which provided the basis for an initial
judgment of more than $17 billion. This lower court decision then was upheld by an
Ecuadorian appeals court, and reduced to $9.5 billion US by the National Court of Justice of
Ecuador. However, the Ecuadorian subsidiary of Texaco-Chevron was bankrupt and this
required the plaintiffs to seek compensation from the company’s US-based operation.

Photo credit: Amazonwatch
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The plaintiffs, including members of the Secoya tribe and representatives of the Union of
People Affected by Texaco’s operations (UDAPT, by its Spanish initials) have traveled to the
United States, Argentina, Brazil and now Canada to litigate the case and have appealed to the
International Criminal Court. Since 2012 the plaintiffs have been seeking to enforce in
Canadian courts a US$9.5 billion Ecuadorian judgment against Chevron for environmental
damage. The plaintiffs argue that the judgment can be enforced in Canada because Chevron
has a Canadian subsidiary, Chevron Canada.
In August 2016 the Ecuadorians suffered a serious setback when Judge Lewis Kaplan of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in New York issued a unanimous, 127-page
affirmation of an earlier ruling that the $9.5 billion judgment had been tainted by evidence of
fraud, bribery, evidence tampering, and other alleged “shenanigans”. This civil racketeering
(RICO) suit was brought by Chevron and has blocked the plaintiffs from trying to collect on
the judgment in the U.S., and barred their chief U.S. lawyer and strategist, Steven Donziger,
from collecting any fees from the judgment.
Thus far, the US courts have determined, and the US business press claims, that Donziger, a
“self-styled social activist and Harvard educated lawyer”, has engaged in conduct
unbecoming.[4] While the US Federal courts in New York have ruled that Donziger’s
campaign has devolved into a racketeering conspiracy involving bribery and fabricated
evidence, many supporters of the Ecuadorians disagree. In response, in 2014, 17 nongovernment organizations began to file amicus briefs (Friend of the Court) seeking to
overturn the controversial rulings by Judge Lewis Kaplan in Chevron’s retaliatory RICO
action against the affected communities.[5]
There is no doubt that Donziger has waged his campaign in an aggressive manner strongly
reminiscent of the tactics used by tort lawyer Jan Schlichtmann in the Woburn, Massachusetts
TCE contamination case.[6] That landmark and controversial case was brilliantly described
and detailed by Jonathan Harr in his 1995 book, A Civil Action (1995), which later was made
into a major motion picture starring John Travolta as Schlichtmann. However, leaving legal
tactics aside, it has been documented for decades that corporations have undertaken similar
activities such as bribery of public officials and coercion in an effort to promote development
activities with negative social and environmental consequences. Some would be tempted to
argue there is an apparent double standard with respect to governance: international and
multinational corporations are well insulated from complex environmental justice legal
actions undertaken in developing nations whereas plaintiffs and their counsel have few
remedies to pursue justice. No doubt this is one reason why federal, national, and state
governments in many developed nations have begun to address this situation by enacting
anti-corruption and anti-bribery laws that apply to corporations based in within their
territories and operating overseas in developed nations.
Due to the findings against Steven Donziger, several of the firms supporting and funding the
litigation efforts, withdrew entirely from the case. Burdford Capital had initially pledged to
invest $4 million to assist the plaintiffs with the Chevron case but withdrew their support in
April 2013 after it was announced that it had concluded the plaintiffs’ lawyers had misled
Burford. In May of 2014, Washington law firm Patton Boggs, who had signed on as cocounsel with Donziger agreed to pay $15 million to Chevron and withdrew from the law suit.
They however did not publicly admit to any wrongdoing in connection with the settlement.
After Chevron brought conspiracy claims against Woodsford Litigation Funding Limited for
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the company’s role in funding and advancing Dozinger’s lawsuit, the two companies reached
a settlement to avoid further litigation. The UK based litigation funding firm had previously
provided $2.5 million to fund the law suit.
To date, developments in Canada have been mixed. A separate paper by one of the authors
presented in Ontario Bar Association’s Environews in March 2016 traced some of the
controversies related to the Canadian case and explored the developments in Canada prior to
February 2016.[7] Chevron has consistently sought to argue that it is inappropriate for the
Canadian courts to “pierce the corporate veil” even though the veil has been pierced by the
courts, Legislatures and the federal Parliament for decades in relation to social welfare issues
such as food and product safety, environmental contamination and occupational health and
safety. The plaintiffs successfully appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada in 2015 and the
court allowed the case to go a full trial.[8] The authors have been following the case closely
for a number of years and the principal author was involved in a controversy related to a
proposed intervention by the Canadian Bar Association which would have sided with
Chevron.
In early 2017, an Ontario lower court ruled against the plaintiffs, holding that the shares and
assets of Chevron Canada could not be seized to satisfy the Ecuadorian judgment against
Chevron.[9] The court held that Chevron Canada is not an asset of Chevron, but rather a
separate legal person, despite the plaintiffs’ arguments that Chevron Canada is “whollyowned and controlled by Chevron Corp. for the sole benefit of Chevron Corp.’s
shareholders”.[10] Further, the court ruled that the “corporate veil” should not be pierced in
this case, upholding the principle of corporate separateness and using a narrow reading of the
test for piercing the corporate veil. The decision, while applauded by corporate lawyers, is
viewed by lawyers for the plaintiffs as incorrect in law.[11] The plaintiffs have indicated they
are seeking leave to appeal the decision.[12] This was a disappointing setback after a
successful appeal to the SCC (decided in 2015) allowing the case to go a full trial.[13]
In May of 2017, Amazon Watch, the Rainforest Action Network and 15 other groups filed
another amicus brief with the U.S. Supreme Court on petition for a “Writ of Certiorari”
(judicial review).[14] The brief outlines the illegal and unethical tactics Chevron and its
lawyers used to obstruct the lawsuit in Ecuador. The brief alleges that Chevron paid off its
star witness, a corrupt former judge who ultimately admitted after trial that he lied in his
testimony in the case. The judge’s evidence, the brief argues, formed the bedrock of many of
the District Court’s key conclusions. Additionally, the brief urges courts to refrain from
investigations into foreign trials as they can often be liable to get them wrong and result in
lawsuits bouncing between different countries. Ultimately, the brief is seeking certiorari on
the question of whether “federal courts have jurisdiction to entertain preemptive collateral
attacks on money judgements issued by foreign courts”.

This case provides another example of lengths multinational corporations will go
to avoid liability in the developing world for environmental disasters they have
caused.
For centuries, companies and corporate charters based in Europe, North America and other
developed nations have wreaked ecological, political and social havoc by exporting
dangerous substances, techniques, resource management ideas (such as sustained yield) and
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socio-technical systems. Some of the disruptions these dangerous chemicals, systems and
technologies have caused are shocking in their scope, such as the infamous industrial disaster
in Bhopal, India in 1984.[15]
On the night of December 2, 1984 the Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) pesticide plant in
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh leaked methyl isocyanate gas and other chemicals. The toxic
substance made its way in and around the shantytowns located near the plant, resulting in the
exposure of hundreds of thousands of people. Estimates vary on the death toll. The official
immediate death toll was 2,259 and the government of Madhya Pradesh confirmed a total of
3,787 deaths related to the gas release.[16] An Indian government affidavit filed in 2006
stated the leak caused 558,125 injuries including 38,478 temporary partial and approximately
3,900 severely and permanently disabling injuries. If this accident had happened in Canada,
billions would have been paid in compensation and Union Carbide would have had to declare
bankruptcy. Instead, a U.S. court ruled that damages would be based on Indian law and mere
millions were paid out, protecting thousands of Union Carbide shareholders and their
employees mostly based in developed nations.

Photo credit: Bphopal.org
The Bhopal disaster graphically showed how we export environmental and social risks to
developing nations when we transfer our dangerous technologies and place them in the hands
of companies, subsidiaries, technologists and engineers in developing nations who may not
understand the risks associated with their use. There are dozens of other examples. A more
recent example is provided by the handling of two massive oil spills by Shell operations in
the Niger Delta in 2008 and 2009. Although the evidence of environmental damage and
social impacts was compelling, Shell evaded responsibility for years through its influence in
the government and claims of sabotage. In 2015 Shell was ordered to pay £55 million to
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15,600 farmers and fishermen after British law firm Leigh Day and Amnesty International
helped represent them in an action against the oil conglomerate.

If Chevron is successful in its argument that it is inappropriate for the Canadian
courts to “pierce the corporate veil” this could prove to be a significant setback in
relation to regulation of corporations with respect to social welfare issues such as
food and product safety, environmental contamination and occupational health
and safety.
Indeed, those non-government organizations and government officials advocating for greater
accountability, transparency and corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the oil and gas,
mining, forestry and manufacturing sectors in Canada and in those developing nations where
Canadian-based companies undertake developments may find their legs cut at the hips rather
than their knees.
Keywords: Chevron; environmental justice; ecological history; indigenous rights; oil and gas
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alleged that ingestion of toxic chemicals used at these industries, which were measured in
water samples from the municipal wells, were responsible for severe health effects. Children
of seven of the plaintiffs contracted leukemia. Five of the children died from leukemia or
complications of having leukemia. The spouse of one plaintiff contracted acute myelocytic
leukemia and died. The suit was filed in May 1982 in Middlesex County Municipal Court. A
motion was filed by one of the attorneys hired by W.R. Grace to remove the case to federal
court. The case was assigned to Judge Walter J. Skinner. Discovery began in September
1984. Because of the scientific complexity of the epidemiological, geological, and
hydrological evidence, Judge Skinner divided the trial into four parts. The first part dealt with
the subsurface movement of the contaminants to the wells. If any contaminant used at the
defendants’ properties was found to reach the wells within the period when wells G and H
were in use (1964 to 1979), the trial would proceed to the next two phases dealing with the
health effects. The fourth phase would address damages. The period between submission of
the plaintiffs’ claim and the beginning of trial discovery was marked by the filing of
numerous contentious motions and controversial rulings by Judge Skinner as well as by the
death of another of the plaintiffs’ children. Prior to the trial, UniFirst settled out of court for
$1.05 million. The lawsuit originally was handled by the firm of Reed & Mulligan after
Donna Robbins inquired about filing a personal injury claim on behalf of her son Robbie. In
1982, Jan Schlichtmann, who had worked at Reed & Mulligan, visited the plaintiff families in
Woburn and eventually took on the case with his firm, Schlichtmann, Conway & Crowley.
The final complaint filed in federal court was listed as Anne Anderson et al.”
[7] D. McRobert, Chevron Case Heads back to Ontario Trial Courts: Supreme Court of
Canada rules Ecuadorian villagers can go ahead with Enforcement case against Chevron,
Aboriginal Law Section Newsletter, Ontario Bar Association, March 2016.
[8] Chevron Corp. v. Yaiguaje, [2015] 3 SCR 69, 2015 SCC 42.
[9] Yaiguaje v Chevron Corporation, 2017 ONSC 135.
[10] Ibid at para 33.
[11] Alex Robinson, Plaintiffs to Appeal Chevron Decision, Law Times (13 February 2017).
[12] Ibid.
[13] Chevron Corp. v. Yaiguaje, [2015] 3 SCR 69, 2015 SCC 42.
[14] Amazon Watch, Civil Society Groups Ask U.S. Supreme Court To Reject Chevron’s
Attempts to Suppress Free Speech and Undermine Historic Amazon Pollution Case Supreme
Court Presented With Evidence of Chevron’s Bribery, Intimidation and Retaliation Against
Civil Society Groups and Indigenous Communities, May 1, 2017. To read the Amazon
Watch brief, see here.
[15] The information in this article on Bhopal is based on analysis which appears in D.
McRobert, Asbestos in Quebec, Part 2: Why We Export Death – Perhaps we feel “Lucky”?,
Hazardous Materials Management Magazine, August 11, 2012.
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[16] Others estimated 8,000 died within two weeks and another 8,000 or more died within 10
years of the spill from gas-related diseases.
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Whose Carbon Footprint Matters?
Matthew T. Huber, Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Syracuse University

Are you worried about your carbon footprint? Perhaps you have a long commute to work via
car. You had a recent year of heavy air travel. You guiltily enjoy meat. It is hard wired into
the politics of climate change that when we get into a car and turn the ignition the emissions
coming out from the tailpipe are ours, and ours alone. Yet, this vision of individualized
carbon footprints actually internalizes a particular theory of power in the economy.
Essentially, it assumes consumers drive the economy with their choices. Drawing from
neoclassical economics, it is consumer sovereignty, and demand, that shapes decisions over
what is produced. In this narrative, climate politics focuses responsibility on a class of rich
affluent consumers who make “irresponsible” ecological choices. Thus, one can appear to
present a progressive critique of unequal carbon footprints. Kevin Ummel, for example,
shows that, “The top 10% of U.S. polluters [households] are responsible for nearly 25% of
emissions.” He explains his method (and I would add his politics) as such: “The goal is to
trace emissions back to the household consumption choices that ultimately led to their
production.” The atmosphere of emissions is seen as millions of particles that can all be
traced back to one atomized agent – the consumer and his/her footprint. Thus, in this vision,
the ultimate villain is a greedy consumer: the prototypical example might be the suburbanite
Hummer driver. Scaled up to the globe, it is clear it is the “rich countries” (i.e. the countries
filled with rich consumers) that are responsible with their “lifestyles.”

Any given emission is not owned by an individual, but rather is a product of a web
of social relations that make the moment of combustion possible.
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Nevertheless, if we drop the neoclassical economic theory this narrative falls apart. The
consumer who combusts energy to power their “lifestyle” is not the only actor involved in
that particular belch of carbon dioxide. In truth, any given emission is not owned by an
individual, but rather is a product of a web of social relations that make the moment of
combustion possible. Take our wealthy, gluttonous Hummer driver. Yes, they purchased the
gasoline and the Hummer, but private-for-profit corporations sold them the fuel and the car
(not to mention all the corporate actors involved in financing, processing and distributing the
commodities). These actors are the ones who actually profit from the Hummer driver’s
“choices” (whereas, the Hummer driver merely uses these commodities for their own needs
or enjoyment). It seems reasonable to place the bulk of responsibility for these emissions on
the actors who garner monetary profit from their consumption – and not on the ones merely
using the commodities to reproduce their lives. In other words, if an emission is a web of
social relations we must trace those relations back to the guiding logic of capitalism:
accumulation and profit. Each emission has users and profiteers, and we should place the
bulk of the blame on the latter.
Moreover, by focusing only on the driver’s “lifestyle” and consumption choices, we ignore
the heart of the matter: how did this person become so wealthy in the first place? For that
answer, we need to go beyond this person’s lifestyle and ask what this person does for
“work”. Perhaps they spend their time speculating on oil futures making millions on the
continuation of a fossil fuel commodity system. Doesn’t that entail a more significant carbon
footprint? Isn’t it odd that there is a whole part of the economy – the private for-profit control
over work and production – that is deemed out of bounds when considering climate
responsibility? It is not odd if you assume consumers are the ones driving this world of
private-for-profit production.

The entire carbon footprint perspective ignores this side of the economy –
production. Only in the realm of “social reproduction” (or consumption) are we
free to make choices.
Thus, only in this realm should we be held accountable. There is a whole laundry list of
efforts to “solve” climate change by focusing only on that realm of exchange and
consumption. If we are emitting too much carbon, it is because there is no price for it. To
lower emissions, we must focus on individual consumer choices. However, consumption and
market exchange only represents a thin surface of our economy and its ecological
consequences. 150 years ago, Karl Marx argued that the secret to profit, or what he called
surplus value, laid in analyzing the “hidden abode” of production. We need a similar project
to understand climate accountability in our carbon-based society. Of course, the most obvious
producers of climate change are the fossil fuel producers themselves. A recent study suggests
a mere 100 companies are responsible for 71% of emissions since 1988 (in this case, it is
important to remember that half of total historical emissions since the industrial revolution
have come since that year of 1988).
Yet, fossil fuel companies are not the only ones profiting off carbon emissions. Energyintensive industries like steel, chemicals, cement, and aluminum consume ungodly amounts
of fossil fuels to power and materially feed their production. The cement industry alone is
responsible for 5% of global carbon emissions. Fertilizer uses natural gas as a source of
hydrogen to combine with atmospheric nitrogen to form ammonia (NH3). When they extract
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that hydrogen from methane (CH4) carbon dioxide is the main byproduct. A fertilizer plant I
visited in southern Louisiana claimed to consume a staggering 9% of natural gas
consumption in the entire state (a state that already hosts an enormous industry of natural gas
consuming chemical factories). This single fertilizer plant has the highest carbon emissions in
the entire chemical sector of the United States.

In order to illustrate the profound inequality of carbon responsibility I set up a website called
“Unequalcarbonfootrprints.org.” Individuals can calculate their own household carbon
footprint on the EPA website and submit it on the site (non-US users can get their footprint in
pounds from other websites). The form spits out how many of your individual carbon
footprints it would take to equal a high emission power plant, refinery, steel plant, cement
plant, and ammonia fertilizer plant. The average per capita carbon footprint in the United
States is 37,000 pounds/year. You would need to add up about 1 million of these individuals
to equal an electric power plant; 320,000 to equal a steel plant, 104,000 to equal a fertilizer
plant – and so on. Thus, even if we think “consumers” of fossil fuels are the problem, the
biggest consumers are actually “producers” that dwarf household-level consumption.
The goal of this website is to direct attention away from individual consumption and toward a
politics of who controls and profits from material production in our society. We are often told
that responsibility for climate change is diffuse – making the politics of changing millions of
individual behaviors appear impossible. Yet, a production-centered politics would reveal how
concentrated responsibility actually is. This makes the politics much simpler though perhaps
no less difficult. The goal must be focused on stopping a relative few very powerful
corporations from emitting carbon. This would entail requiring actual changes in how stuff is
produced in our society. This is a politics of what Chris Hayes called “abolition”, Karl Marx
might call “expropriation”, and Christian Parenti calls it “euthanization”; at the very least, we
might call it “strong regulation.” In all cases, the needed program is a far cry from the politics
of “carbon taxes” and “emissions trading” whose goal is to provide “flexibility” to corporate
actors and let markets solve the problem.

What is clearly needed is a confrontational struggle against the power of what
Andreas Malm calls “fossil capital.” It will not be easy.
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The power of fossil capital is all too happy to watch us obsess over our individual lifestyle
choices while the world burns. A recent study has the audacity to place the blame on having
too many children (do you have more than one child? If so, shame on you! I kid). As difficult
as the struggle against fossil capital will be, we need to start by combating an entrenched
ideology deep within ourselves. It is an ideology that believes politics and social change can
be achieved through the marketplace of individualized choices. It is an ideology that believes
the economy itself is driven by the power of those individual consumers. Once we start to
tear down this ideology, we can build a more collective and confrontational climate politics.
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China’s E-waste: Formal, Informal or the Co-exist of Both?
Liwen Chen, Graduate Student, Geography Department, Memorial University

As China produces and consumes more and more electrical and electronic equipment, ewaste generation also takes off. Following the old-for-new scheme practiced between 2009
and 2011, China issued its own Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive in 2012
intended to meet the rising e-waste generation situation. This means a lot for both formal and
informal e-waste sectors. E-waste flow after collection by informal sector and diversion of
dismantling e-waste to formal e-waste sector has been changing in the following years.
Prior to studying e-waste’s collection, reuse and dismantling, I had followed the scrap
collection and recycling in Beijing for years, but I knew little of e-waste sector. I also heard
that mainstream academia and government authorities criticized the pollution caused by
informal e-waste sector, particularly the infamous centers such as Guiyu, a small town in
Guangdong Province. However, e-waste recycling is long chain and processing centers like
Guiyu are just one point of the recycling chain.
As I follow the commodity chain of e-waste, I have discovered that informal e-waste sector
has contributed greatly to e-waste reuse and resources recovery that China’s e-waste policy
makers and academia tend to ignore or stereotype informal e-waste sector as barrier to
China’s e-waste recycling. The informal e-waste collection and processing sector has many
problems worth addressing, but makes two major overlooked contributions to the sector.
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Firstly, they repair and refurbish a large portion of discarded appliances so they can be
reused rather than shredded; secondly, their collection network and sorting of discarded
appliances is so efficient that the formal sector companies have largely become dependent on
them for their sourcing.
E-waste commodity chain in Beijing China
Since the 1980s, after China started its market economy, the recycling business has gradually
moved to a market oriented model. This happened at the same time with labor mobilization
from countryside to cities. When farmers left their home villages to cities, many chose to take
recycling as their jobs, due to the general belief that to collect scraps does not require
expertise and big investment. By 2014, there were more than 200,000 people working in
informal recycling in Beijing.[1]
After onsite observation and talking with people in e-waste recycling very quickly, I realized
that in contrast to the misperception that no expertise was needed, people in the whole chain
of e-waste recycling from collection, reuse to resource recovery were all experts on e-waste.
They know exactly what materials in their collected e-waste as they just glance at it. When
they know the brand and outlook, they can give the appropriate price to the residents who sell
their e-waste to them.
At the collection stage, e-waste and other recyclables are gathered by the same group of scrap
collectors. In Beijing, over 90% people who work for scrap collection are from Gushi
County, Xinyang Prefecture, Henan Province. They buy e-wastes from residents and
transport them to collection sites. Scrap collectors need to be familiar with market changes of
e-waste and brokers’ price otherwise they will lose money if they offer higher price to buy
during collection. Collectors also need to get along well with residents in communities where
the collectors are based, the property management companies and the Residents’ Committees.
All this requires the scrap collectors to be knowledgeable in e-waste and to build good
community relationships through long-term practices on the ground.
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Scrap collectors collect all types of e-waste ranging from bulky items to electronics such as
phones and electronic equipment which is not listed as subsidized e-waste recycling. After
the e-waste is collected, the scrap collectors take them to the e-waste trade centers, or the
brokers sometimes come to the collection site to buy them. Then e-waste goes to be traded on
conventional on-street centers or the yard where the brokers cluster. On-street e-waste trade
lasts from around 5pm in late afternoon to 9pm in the evening. During this time, dealers
specialize in secondhand or dismantled e-waste come, and customers from the trade centers
pick what they need for their business. People who specialize in collecting certain types of
secondhand or dismantled items are so familiar with their collection’s market that they would
identify and pick up their collection from collectors or brokers very quickly during the trade.
All trade is in cash. Therefore, e-waste flows into the hands of two groups of dealers:
secondhand and dismantled goods.
Today, more and more e-waste is dismantled, and is not reused as much as in 1990s and early
2000.[2] Among the bulky e-waste, such as washers, refrigerators, TVs, and air conditioners,
air conditioners are the mostly reused, around 50%, but for washers and refrigerators, only
around 30% goes to secondhand market, and for TVs, particularly CRT TVs, there’s little
demand for reuse.[3] Computers are different from others; secondhand and dismantling
dealers are the same group of people because some parts of computers can be reused.
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When dismantling, e-waste dealers buy
their materials from scrap collectors or
brokers, they dismantle a certain portion
of their collection by hand and send the
remainder to authorized e-waste
recycling companies. The proportion
diverted to the companies varies for
different types of item. For instance, in
Beijing, the dismantling TV dealers
don’t dismantle CRT TVs anymore by
themselves, and instead send them all to
companies. Yet for the flat screen TVs,
they dismantle more by themselves. For
air conditioners, they send the ones with
less than 5kg copper to companies. For
refrigerators and washers, they tend to
keep the one with copper engine to be
dismantled by hand, and send the ones
with aluminum engines to companies.
Computers own the highest handdismantling rate, because people still
reuse most removed parts of computers
if it’s produced after 2000. In short,
which e-waste will be hand dismantled
depends largely on whether the dealers can make more money. This requires a careful
evaluation of the cost of labor and sales price of the dismantled materials.
One thing I noticed is that regarding manually dismantling by the informal sector, people
only physically dismantle their collection, and there’s no hazardous waste from this process.
The only exception is that the coolant from refrigerators is released directly to the air.
However, hand dismantling can recover a maximum amount of recycled materials. For
example, this method can clearly sort out plastics, metals and other materials with little
waste.
Relationship of formal and informal e-waste sectors
The proportion which dismantling e-waste dealers send to the companies constitutes crucial
supplies for authorized e-waste recycling companies. Government subsidy only covers the
dismantling cost. While it’s impossible for companies to build their own collection network,
their relationship with the informal sector is more collaborative than competitive.[4] One
manager from a state-owned e-waste recycling company said informal sector was very
efficient in collection and the companies like them only needed to buy stuff from them, and
thus they do not need to do works that they are not good at.
Challenges for informal sector
Although the informal sector is still very strong in China’s e-waste recycling, they have faced
big economic challenges since 2012. Since China’s economy has slowed down in general, the
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e-waste business market is making less and less money. The market oriented e-waste
recycling model is also shrinking.
What makes it worse is that there’s no room for informal e-waste sector in China’s urban
planning. From the perspective of land use and urbanization, politically, the informal e-waste
sector has never been considered as part of the waste management system.[5] In 2014, the
municipal government of Beijing issued the list of industries which would be restricted and
banned. Secondhand and e-waste recycling market and related businesses were categorized as
banned.[6] Since 2014, more and more secondhand and dismantling e-waste markets,
between the fifth and sixth ring roads, have been demolished. Put simply, when the market is
closed, people have to look for new jobs.
The problem of Extended Producer Responsibility applied in China’s Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment Directive is obvious. E-waste recycling is a long chain and it involves
large group of people and lots of work at each point.
The current directive only mentions the processing point and subsidizes the companies, but
ignores other points such as reuse. It neglects the existing informal sector that plays a
crucial role in e-waste recycling, particularly in collection and reuse stages.
Based on my findings in Beijing, I can say that the informal sector is a well-organized
network and forms a significant part in China’s e-waste collection, reuse and most part of
resource recovery. Contrary to the official discourse, pollution only happens at some point,
such as when particular equipment is used in dismantling. The informal sector in e-waste
recycling should not be treated as the “trouble-maker”, or be excluded out of e-waste
recycling policies. Instead it should be regarded as a good partner for building future e-waste
recycling systems.
Photos by Liwen Chen
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